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FAB - Flexible Action Back
Dheensay's Flexible Action Back Chair was first developed

in the mid 2000's to cater to the demands both Worldwide and

domenstically for a chair that offers both comfort, flexibility and

style for conferences, banquet events and meetings. This gave birth

to the Flexible Action Back chairs that we are known for today.

Our chairs are made available once again through this 2018 re-launch



Aluminium with Benefits

Unlike its steel chair rivals, our Aluminium frames will offer clients a 2.0mm wall thickness on a 25.4mm tube. This provides ample strength to chairs with some lightweight benefits. As Aluminium 

continues to rise in cost worldwide, our chairs also offer returns through recycling to customers at the end of a chairs life cycle. Thus having an automatic return on investment while going Green.

Accents for looks

Its appearance is further enhanced with Exposed Leg Accents

that highlights the curvature of chair legs that are bent.

Frameless Back

All Backrest come fully upholstered without any frame contact

Upholstered piped stitching is added for visual enhancement. 

Arm Handles are fitted to remain backrests functional for

carrying and stacking purposes



It Flexes, Try Me

Conferences and meetings range from half a day to a full

days event. With many long hours at hand, we ensure that

your guests enjoy the best comfort always.

All Backrests are flexible to keep guests comfotable 

at all times. Lumbar movement with Backrests ensures that

the best support to guests remain seated for hours

to come. A mild curve is also added further shoulder comfort

Polyurethane Moulded Seats are made to be comfrotable for long

hours of use and are made in house by Dheensay



A modern appeal for all

new interiors

Whether its having these chairs exposed during meetings

and seminars, or even covered for banquet events,

the Flexible Action Back chair is a true champion when it

comes to having one of the most handsome looks to blend

in all interiors



ALUMINIUM BANQUET STACKING CHAIR BCA 990

Dimensions (mm)

455W X 610L X 916H Seat Depth 455H

Weight

7.2 Kilograms

Specifications

25.4mm Square Aluminium Tubing Flexible Backrst for Lumbar movement & Support

2.0mm wall thickness Nylon Bumper and Leg Studs

Oven Baked Epoxy or Anodise Finish on Frames Polyurethane Moulded Seats

Upholstered Backrest Arm Handle for carrying and stacking of chairs

Upholstered Seat with Exposed Leg design Upholstered Backrest Cover

Features

Aluminium Frame is Rust Free for Life Elegant Anodise Finish upon request

2.0mm wall thickness before Colouring Frame Moulded Seat Design for comfort

Handcrafted Fully Welded Frame Polyurethane Moulded Seats for long lasting durability

Handcrafted Bends on Backrest No exposed Screws and Slots

Accompanied CNC Bends for Accuracy and Consistency Arm Handle for Carrying purpose

Stackable 8 high for storage and movement Piped Upholstered Edges

Options

Tube Design, Frame Colour, Upholstery of Choice

With or Without Arm Handles

Aluminum Accent Edges for Backrest
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